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                                                            ABSTRACT 

Background: 

Emotional-regulation is the conscious or non-conscious control on emotions, mood or effect. 

Children self-regulation skills are still developing and can often go up and down emotion 

regulation has been linked to attention. Attention is also considered an important emotion 

regulation strategy. Attentional deployment means antecedent emotion regulation strategy 

through which individual use attention to influence and shape their experience of emotion. Yoga 

may be an appropriate intervention to improve motor skills, executive function and attention 

Method-  

Sixty eight students were participated in this study. 40 participants were in yoga group and 28  in 

control group. The Emotion Regulation was assessed using Emotion Regulation Questionnaire 

and attention was assessed with the Six letter cancellation test. Yoga group was participated in a 

10days yoga based personality development camp and the control group was followed their 

regular school activities. They were assessed on days 1 and after 10 days. 

RESULT 

The baseline was matched for the both variables. There was no significant improvement was in 

Yoga group  (P = 0.739) and Control group (P = 0.611) in total emotion regulation. Both the 

groups showed significant change in six letter cancelation test total attempt; yoga group (p 

<0.001) and Control group (p = 0.005). However the percentage of improvement was higher 

(24.77 %) in yoga group and as compared to control group (15.77%).   



 

Conclusion- 

This study suggested that yoga may effective to regulating emotion in children and also yoga can 

improve the attention in children 
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Yoga, emotion regulation, attention, children  
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                                                                   Chapter -1 

                                  INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Emotion 

Emotion is an important part of our life. Sometimes we are not aware of them but their effect 

can be seen in our actions and relatively performance. Emotion is a wave of positive or 

negative experience that related with a specific pattern of physiological, behavioral and 

cognitive changes. Emotion has played a key role to inspire Adaptive behaviors that within 

the past would have given to the survival of humans and also responses to inner and outside 

events (Schacter, Gilbert, Wegner, & Hood, 2011). 

1.2 Importance of emotions  

Emotion is a mood for self and others and gratitude. Emotions are not still. Therefore, to train 

in the abilities of emotion consciousness, identification, and controlling, it is useful to 

practice observing them ―on the spot‖ (Broderic 2009) in cognitive processes like our thought 

process, behavior particularly in learning emotion can play an important role. Emotions play 

a vital role to take any action and also influence the decisions (Cherry, 2017 &Kerkeni, 

Serrestou, Mbarki, Raoof, Mahjoub, 2017).  

1.3 Emotional-regulation 

 The ability of monitoring and controlling our own behavior, emotions, or thoughts, and also 

altering them in following with the requirement of the situation called emotion regulation. 

Skillful understanding and balancing of the emotions is called emotion regulation.  The 

emotion regulation involves the management or the company of diverse systems and 

components, including internal system (i.e., neurophysiological, cognitive, and subjective 
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evaluations), behavioral part (i.e., facial and behavioral actions), and external/social 

components (i.e., cultural values, social contextual significance, personal motivation/goals) 

(Fox, 1994). Emotion regulations is affected by a range of methods in the physical, cognitive, 

behavioral, and social systems, and are particularly vulnerable during adolescence (Dahl, 

2004). 

1.4 Poor emotion regulation 

Emotion deregulation conduct to a possibility of negative outcomes and has been related to 

depression (Garnefski, Boon, and Kraaij, 2003), self-injury (Hasking, Coric, Swannell, 

Martin, Thompson, and Frost, 2010), disordered eating, and drug and alcohol use in 

adolescents (Weinberg and Klonsky, 2009). Students who do not able to properly regulate 

their emotions are unable to create good relationships between themselves and other people 

and greater expressing problems, such as insolence, hyperactivity, and fighting behavior 

(Dunn & Brown, 1994; Rydell, Berlin, & Bohlin, 2003). 

1.5 Emotional-regulation and children 

Improvement is a ―progressive sequence of orderly, rational changes‖, and usually describe 

through the different phases or period of development. The childhood period is from 24 

month to about 11 years. Commonly this period distributed into two stages, first one is early 

childhood, and middle and later childhood .the  early childhood period is from 24months 

about 5 to 6 years and the middle and late childhood is from about  5 to 6 years to 11 years. 

The adolescence is from 11 years to about 18 to 20 years (Hurlock, 1997).  

The early childhood years is a fundamental period for the improvement of exclusive 

functions such as attention, self-consciousness, working memory (Anderson, 2002) 

and learning skills (Aram, 2005), that are compulsory for positive school alteration and later 
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academic success. When children move in early adolescence, children's social network is 

stretched to include new siblings, classroom and neighborhood peers and teachers and all 

these social influences offer a variety of information about emotion, its controlling 

inspirations, and its social tolerability (Cole, Michel, & Teti, 1994). Emotional behaviors 

were responses that could become "trained" and thus shape the personality of the child. 

Emotions caused pathological problems and required to be inhibited.  Parents have to strictly 

control their exhibits of affection towards their children and to engage in manners designed to 

ascertain that children would reduce or suppress their emotions. 

(http://www.encyclopedia.com/medicine/psychology/psychology-and-psychiatry) 

1.6 Attention 

Attention means to focus on events, matters, tasks, and complications in the outside world, 

procedures which are all dependent on the operative of attentional links in the brain (Weijer-

Bergsma, Wijnroks, Jongmans, 2008). According to Reynolds thought to change with age 

concurrently with changes in brain function is considered as attention (Reynolds, Courage, 

Richards, 2008). 

According to Levine (1990), brain’s channel selector is called attention.  Students pay 

attention in a classroom on the activities of other students, on the board, the color of their 

friend’s shoes and bags also, someone ambulating down the hall, or what their teachers is 

verbally expressing. From these many possibilities, the mind must decide that which are the 

most pertinent from moment to moment and focus or concentrate on them. 

1.7 Attention and emotions regulation 

Attention is more than just observing incoming motivations. Attention is also considered as 

an important emotion regulation strategy (Gelow, 2013). Attention can plan, preview, 

monitor and regulate our thoughts and actions (Thorne and Thomas, 2009). Attention has two 

http://www.encyclopedia.com/medicine/psychology/psychology-and-psychiatry
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major forms: passive and active. The involuntary process directed by external events that 

stand out from their environment, such as a bright flash, a strong dour, or a sudden loud noise 

is denoted as passive attention. Active attention is guided by alertness, concentration, interest 

and needs such as curiosity and hunger (Gaddes, Edgell, 1994).  

1.9 Yoga as a solution 

The term yoga has its verbal root "yuj" in Sanskrit, means joining. Yoga is joining jivatama 

with Paramatma, the individual self with the self. It is an expansion of the narrow constricted 

egoistic personality to an all-pervasive, eternal a blissful state of reality. Knowledge about the 

function of the mind, the body, and intellect in the process of attaining freedom is considered 

as yoga. According to Patanjali, yoga is a conscious process of gaining mastery over the mind 

―Yoga Citta Våtti Nirodhaù’´. Sri Aurobindo gives the special importance of yoga and impact 

all-round personality development at the physiological, mental, intellectual, emotional and 

spiritual levels. Yoga is a methodical effort towards self–perfection by the development of 

the potentialities latent in the individual (Nagendra, 2000). 

Yoga may be a well-liked and relatively inexpensive intervention that a lot of schools are 

integrating into their curriculums to handle an increasing need for self-regulatory skills like 

feeling regulation. Yoga is an ancient contemplative practice dating back over three, 500 

years that aims at one issue – to alleviate suffering and promote optimal physical and mental 

thriving (Feuerstein, 2011). Yoga tends to be synonymous with yoga postures, breathing, and 

some meditation practices In Western contemporary settings. Historically, we can understand 

much broader and more comprehensive the practice of yoga with a wider range of techniques 

to promote wellbeing and balance among mind–brain–body functions. For children, mind-

body integration exercises can help to reduce stress and anxiety, whilst enhancing attention 

and social skills. Self-regulation through breathing also improves metacognition and self-
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esteem (Davidson et al., 2012). Yoga may be an appropriate intervention to improve motor 

skills, executive function and attention (Dash & Tells, 1999; Manjunath& Telles, 2001; 

Telles Raghuraj, Arankalle & Naveen, 2008). Yoga increases emotion regulation capacities 

of middle adolescents and provides benefits beyond that of physical education alone also 

showed a significant and positive correlation between body awareness and emotion 

regulation (Daly, Haden, Hagins, Papouchis, and Ramirez, 2015).  

1.10 Need for the Study 

Emotion regulation has been a highly profound concept that has given rise to a vast amount 

of research. Improved emotion regulation leads to beneficial in all area of a child life. 

Children who are able to regulate their emotion pay more attention, work harder and achieve 

more in school. With their peers and show lower levels of physiological stress, they are better 

able to resolve conflicts. They are also behaved- and more caring towards others. 

The present study was designed to assess the efficacy of 10 days yoga based personality 

development on attention and emotion regulation in school children.   
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                                             Chapter-2 

                     ANCIENT LITERATURE REVIEW 

TITLE- Concept of emotion regulation according to ancient scripture  

2.1 Introduction  

Emotions form the central organizing dynamic of the mind, which seeks to know the 

phenomenal world. Emotions activate mental activity and shape the formation of events in 

the mind and important clusters of events that contribute to a sense of self.  

Yoga has to say about controlling the emotions control the mind, the seat of all emotion, says 

Raja yoga. Think of others before you think of yourself, says karma yoga. Realize that you 

are not in this mind, says jnana yoga. Sublimate them by surrendering yourselves to the lord, 

says bhakti yoga. 

Emotional regulation in Yoga is tied to stilling the mind and not identifying with this 

mental/emotional process. The yogi has developed skills derived from yogic practice and the 

wisdom that practice engenders. The yogi knows what feelings and emotions are present 

without being lost in them. This is essentially what Pataïjala states as the goal of yoga in 

sutra 2: ―Yogaç citta våatti nirodhaù‖ Yoga is the stilling of the whirlpools of the mind. 

In yoga psychology, emotions correspond most closely to Pataïjala concept of Citta Våitti 

―whirlpools‖ of thought, feeling, sensation and action that seek to know and participate in 

Prakåti, the material world. 

The present literary study thus focuses mainly on the concept of emotion regulations 

according to various ancient Indian scriptures.  
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2.1.1 AIM 

Find out the concept of emotion regulation according to ancient scriptures. 

2.1.2 OBJECTIVES  

The objectives of this review are to:  

1. Understand the concept of the emotion according to ancient scriptures. 

2. Recognize the consequences of emotion de according to ancient scriptures. 

3. To find out the process of emotion regulation according to ancient scriptures. 

2.1.3 TEXTUAL RESOURCE 

 Pätanjala Yoga Sutra  

 Çrémadbhägavatagétä  

 Närada bhakti sütra 

 Muëòaka Upaniñad 

 Taittiréya Upaniñad 

 Charak samhita 

 

2.1.4 LITERATURE SEARCH OUTCOME 

 

 According to Bhagavad Gétä, 

 

 ³aexaÑvit s<maeh> s<maehaTSm&itivæm>, 

Sm&itæ<zadœ buiÏnazae buiÏnazaTà[Zyit. 

Krodhädbhdavati sammohaù sammohätsmåtivibhramaù| 
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                   småtibhraàçäd buddhinäço buddhinäçätpraëaçyati||  BG 2/63 

From anger comes delusion, and from delusion loss of memory. From a loss of memory 

comes the ruin of discrimination, and from the ruin of discrimination, he perishes. 

 

                      yiSTviNÔyai[ mnsa inyMyarÉte=juRn. 

kmeRiNÔyE> kmRyaegms´> s iviz:yte. 

Yastvindriyäëi manasä niyamyärabhate’rjuna|| 

            karmendriyaiù karamayogam asaktaù sa viçiñyate|| BG 3/7 

But that karma yoga is who control their knowledge senses with the mind, o Arjun, and 

engage the working senses in working without attachment, are certainly superior. 

mnu:ya[a< shôe;u kií*tit isÏye. 

  yttamip isÏna< kiíNma<  veiÄ tÅvt>. 

Manuñyäëäà sahasresu kañcidyatati siddhaye|| 

                Yatatämapi siddhanäà kañcinmäà  vetti tattvataù|| BG  7/ 3 

 

Amongst thousands of persons, hardly one strives for perfection,and amongst those who have 

achieved perfection, hardly one knows me in truth. 

y< ih n VywyNTyete pué;<  pué; RÉ,  

smÊ>osuo< xIr< sae=m&tTvay kLpte. 

Yaà hi na vyathayantyete puruñaà  puruñarñabha| 

                         Samaduùkhasukhaà dhéraà so'måtatväya kalpate|| BG  2 / 15 

 

o noblest of men, that person a wise judgment equipoised in happiness and distress, whom 

cannot be disturbed by these is certainly eligible for liberation. 
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                         dEvI s<piÖmae]ay inbNxayasurI mta, 

       ma zuc> s<pd< dEvImiÉjatae=is pa{fv.  

Daivé sampadvimokñäya nibandhäyäsuré matä| 

                        Mä çucaù sampadaà daivémbhijätoìasi päëòava||  BG  16/5 

 Fix your mind on me alone, let your thoughts dwell in me. You will hereafter live in me 

alone. Of this, there is no doubt. 

suoÊ>oe sme k«Tva laÉalaÉaE jyajyaE, 

ttae yuÏay yuJySv nEv< papmvaPSyis.  

Sukhaduùkhe same kåtvä läbhäläbhau jayäjayau| 

                    Tato yudhdäya yujyasva naivaà päpamaväpsyasi||  BG  2/38 

Having made pain and pleasure, gain and loss, conquest and defeat, the same, engage thou 

then in battle. So shalt thou incur no sin. 

                       ySmaÚaeeiÖjte laekae laekaÚaeeiÖjte c y>, 

h;aRm;RÉyaeÖegEmuR´ae y> s c me iày>. 

yasmänno dvijate loko lokännodvijate ca yaù| 

                           Harñämarñabhayodvegairmukto yaù sa ca me priyaù|| BG 12/15 

He by whom the world is not afflicted and whom the world cannot be afflicted and whom the 

world cannot afflict, he who is free from joy, anger, fear, and anxiety—he is dear to me. 

 

ye tu xMyaRm&timd< ywae´< pyuRpaste, 

ïÎxana mTprma É´aStee=tIv me iàya>.   

 

Ye tu dharmyämåtamidaà yathoktaà paryupäsate| 
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                  Çraddadhänä matparamä bhaktästeìatéva me priyäù|| BG 12/20 

They, verily, who follow this immortal dharma described above endued with sraddha looking 

upon me as the supreme goal, and devoted- they are exceedingly dear to me. 

                            iÇivx< nrkSyed< Öar< naznmaTmn>, 

        kam> ³aexStwa laeÉStSmadetTÇy< Tyjet!. 

Trividhaà narakasyedaà dvaaraà näçanamätmanaù|   

                     Kämù krodhastathä lobhastasmädetattrayaà tyajet|| BG 16/ 21 

Lust, anger, and greed – this tread leads to the destruction of man’s spiritual nature. They 

form the gateway to hell; they should be abandoned.  

 
According to taittiréya Upaniñad, 

AanNdae äüeit  Vyjanat!, 

AanNdadœXyev oiLvmain ÉUtain jayNte, 

AanNden jatain jIviNt, 

AanNd< àyNTyiÉs<ivzNtIit. 

Äanandoo brahmeti  vyajänät| 

Änandäd dhyeva khalvimäni bhutäni jäyante| 

Änandena jätäni jévanti| 

                                      Änandaà Prayantyabhisaàviçantéti||( taittiréya Upaniñad  3/6) 

Ananda or bliss is Brahman, the reality. It is from Ananda the whole universe has been 

created. It forms the same Ananda that the creation gets sustained and into the Ananda that 

the whole creation merges back. 
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According to Muëòaka Upaniñad, 

                     y< y< laek< mnsa s<ivÉait ivz uũ sTv> kamyte ya<í kaman!, 

t< t< laek< jyte taMSc kaman!, 

tSmat! AaTma}< ýcRyet! Éuitkam>.    

Yaà yaà lokaà manasä saàvibhäti viçudghasatvaù kämayate yäìçca kämän| 

Taà taà lokaà jayate tämsca kämän| 

                                   Tasmät äatmäjïaà hyarcayet bhutikämaù||  ( muëaòaka) 3|1|10 

Whatever world that a purified man conceives from his mind (desires), he gets those worlds. 

Hence the normal people desirous of physical benefits (as money, children, name, position, 

and fame) should worship such mahätmäs, bhaktas, the seers of the self. 

                   ywa n*> SyNdmana> smuÔe=St< gCDiNt namêpe ivhay. 

      twa ivÖaÚamépaiÖmuKt> praTpr< pué;mupEit idVym!. 

Yathä nadyaù syandamänäù samudre’staà gacchanti namaraüpe vihäya|| 

    Tatha vidvannämarupädvimuktaù parätparaà puruñamupaiti divyam||  

                                                                                                                (Muëaòaka U|3|2|8) 

All rivers with different dimensions, with different quarters, different colors, with different 

qualities, they all reach the ocean and lose their quantum, lose their direction and lose 

themselves totally. 

In the same way, each and every individual who follows any path ultimately loses himself, 

loses all his individuality, all his limitations, strong likes, strong dislikes, all obsessions, all 

fears, he will relinquish everything and reach the source. That is the source of all bliss, 

knowledge, creativity, and freedom. 
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According to närada bhakti sütra, 

naSTyev tiSmNtTsuosuioTvm!.  

Nastyeva Tasmianstatsukhitvam|| Närada Bh|Su|24 

There I am in that illicit love certainly there can never be happy in the happiness of the other. 

tdipRtaiolacar> sn! kam³aexaiÉmanaid tiSmÚev kr[Iym.  

   Tadarpitäkhiläcäraù San Kämakrodhäbhimänädi Tasmiaøeva karaëaeyama|| 

                                                                                                                        Närada Bh|Su 64 

Having once dedicated all activities to god, he should show his desire, anger, egoism, etc 

only to him. 

yTàaPy n ikiÂÖaÁDit, n zaecit, n Öeiò, n 

rmte, naeTsahI Évit.  

Yatpräpya na kiïcidväïchati na bhavati na çocati na dveñöi na 

Ramate notsähé bhavati|| Närada Bh|Su 5 

By attaining which he does not desire anything else, neither grieves(over any loss or death of 

dear ones) nor hates anything, does not indulge in sensual pleasure, nor does he feels any 

urge(for the acquisition of material things). 

kam³aexmaehSm&itæ<zbui˜nazsvRnazkar[Tvat!.  

    Kämakrodhamohasmaõtibhraàçabuddhinäçasarvanäçakäraëatvät|| Närada Bh|Su 44 

Because it's the cause of lust, anger, delusion, loss of memory, loss of intellect and total ruin. 

looking upon me as the supreme goal, and devoted- they are exceedingly dear to me. 
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      According to, Pätanjala Yoga Sutra  

 

 

Ê>odaEmRnSya¼mejyTvñasàñasa iv]epshÉuv>. 

Duùkhadauirmanasyägìgamejayatvakñväsaprakñväsä Vikñepasahabhuvaù|| Pa Yo Sü  31 

Unhappiness, despair, nervousness and altered breathing indicate that a yogi is experiencing 

Antaraya.  

mEÇIké[amuidtae]a[a< 

suoÊ>o pu{yapu{yiv;ya[a<ÉavnatiíÄàsadnm!.33 

Maitrékaruëämuditokñäëäà 

Sukhaduùkha puëyäpuëyaviñayäëämbhävanätackñattaprasädanam|| Pa Yo Sü  33 

To calm the mind, one should develop cultivating attitude s of friendliness, compassion, 

gladness, and indifference respectively towards happiness, misery, virtue, and vice. 

          yminymasnàa[ayamàTyaharxr[aXyansmaxyae=:qav¼ain. 

Yamaniyamäsanapräëäyämapratyäahäradhharaëädhhyänasamädhhayoìañtävagìäni||                                                                                                                                           

Pa Yo Sü 3/ 29 

yama, niyama, äsana, präëäyäma and pratyäahära known as bahirang yoga which is nothing 

but controlling the mind in an indirect manner. The last three dhhyäna, dhyäna and 

samädhhi  are considered as antharanga yoga which are direct methods to gain mastery over 

the mind. 
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Aih<sasTyaStey äücyaRpir¢h> yma> 

     Ahiàsäsatyästeya Brhmahäcaryäparigrahaù Yamäù||Pa Yo Sü  2/30 

Non-violence, realism, non-stealing, sexual non-expressiveness Which results in the 

perception of spirituality(Brahman) and non-possessiveness, are the moral restraints 

zaEcs<tae;tp>SvaXyayeñrài[xanain inyma>. 

    Çauca Santoñä Tapaù Svädhyäyekñvarapraëidhänäni Niyamäù || Pa Yo Sü  32 

Purification, contentment, austerity and profound religious meditation on the supreme lord 

are the recommended behaviors. 

On the foundation of the yogic path of self-regulation lie ethical and moral precepts, which 

are specific examples of the standards or guidelines that contribute to self-control. These 

ethical precepts are contained in the first and second limb of Pätanjala eightfold Raja yoga 

path, namely Yama and Niyama, respectively. Yama refers to ethics regarding the outside 

world and therefore is particularly important in social contexts. It comprises non-violence 

(Sanskrit: Ahimsa), truthfulness non-stealing, moderation of senses, and greed lessens. 

Niyama refers to ethics regarding the inner world. It comprises purification or cleanliness and 

contentment, austerity (Sanskrit: Tapas), self-reflection and surrender or devotion to 

something greater than oneself. As such, the ethics suggested in yoga are devoid of religious 

connection—they are not based on moral value judgments of right and wrong—but are rather 

seen as actions that help to quiet an overactive mind, regulate emotions, and enhance pro-

social and skillful behaviors. 

                zur< ixr< zuicmzuicÖei;[< yJvanmMÉaeivharritmi¬òkmaR[< 

Swankaepàsad< vaé[< ivxat!.  
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Çuraà dhiraà çucimaçucidveñiëaà yajvänamambhovihäraratimakliñöakarmäëaà 

Sthänakopaprasädaà väruëaà vidhät|| ca|| saà|4 37 |5| 

Bravery, patience, purity dislike impurity, observance of religious rites fondness for aquatic 

sports, aversion for mean –acts, an exhibition of anger and pleasure proper place. 

 

 Pätanjala Yoga Sutra  

 

mEÇIké[amuidtae]a[a< suoÊ>o 

pu{yapu{yiv;ya[a<ÉavnatiíÄàsadnm.33 

to calm the mind, one should develop cultivating attitude s 

of friendliness, compassion, gladness, and indifference 

respectively towards happiness, misery, virtue, and vice. 

 

 

  

 Çrémadbhägavatagétä  

 

Xyaytae iv;yaNpu<s> s<¼Ste;Upjayte, 

 s¼aTs<jayte kam> kamaT³aexae=iÉjayt, 2, 62 

The man dwelling on sense objects develops an attachment 

for them. From attachment springs up desire and from desire 

(unfulfilled) ensues anger. 

 

Närada Bhakti  Sutra  
inraexStu laekvedVyaparNyas>,8 

on the contrary, control of desires means the resignation to 

the lord of all worldly and scriptural activities. 
 

Muëaòaka 
y< y< laek< mnsa s<ivÉait ivzuu˜sTv> kamyte ya<í 

kaman!, t< t< laek< jyte taMSc kaman!, 

tSmat! AaTma}< ýcRyet! Éuitkam>.    
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.   mu[fk 3,1,10 

whatever world that a purified man conceives from his mind 

(desires) , he gets those worlds. Hence the normal people 

desirous of physical benefits (as money, children, name, 

position, and fame) should worship such mahätmäs, bhaktas, 

the seers of the self. 

 

 

 

 

  2.2  SUMMARY 
 

Emotion is completely different from the attachment, emotional awareness with the ability to 

identify on the spot your own feeling and thoughts of others, the ability of harness emotion and 

apply them to tasks like thinking and problem solving.our strong likes and dislikes, our hatred 

and obsession our fears and moods all vanish after we surrender totally. Çrémadbhägavatagétä 

teaches us the way to manage our emotion  The goal of devotion yoga in superbly enunciated 

below as" A prayer for the good of all, health and absence of misery and illness of all to 

succeed in divinity itself ". devotion yoga or the yoga of devotion aims to calm the mind, one 

ought to develop cultivating the perspective of friendliness, compassion, gladfulness, and 

indifference respectively towards happiness, misery, virtue, and vice. having once dedicated all 

activities to god, he should show his desire, anger, egoism, etc only to him. 
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Chapter -3 

                    SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE REVIEW 

3.1 Yoga and Emotion regulation and attention in children 

Yoga in an urban school for children with emotional and behavioral disorders: a 

feasibility study 

Thirty-seven children showed improved attention in class and adaptive skills and reduced 

depressive symptoms (behavioral symptoms and internalizing symptoms) after two yoga 

sessions per week during the school day for three months (Steiner, Sindhu, Pop Frenette, 

Perrin, 2012). 

Yoga improves attention and self -esteem in underprivileged girl student. 

Sixty girls have participated in this study with the 60 age range of 14 to 17 years at a low-income 

high school. IYM (physical posture, breathing exercises) for five days were given to the 

participant. Self- esteem and attention were assessed and the result showed a significant 

improvement in attention (Nagendra, Sethi, and Ganpat 2013). 

Yoga and emotion regulation in high school students: A randomized controlled trial 

 Thirty-eight children have participated in this study. The sixteen-week intervention was 

given to the participants and the results highlight potential benefits to emphasizing the 

physical aspects of yoga when working with this population (Daly, Haden, Hagins, 

Papouchis, Ramirez, 2015).   

Enhancing preschoolers self-regulation via mindful yoga 

Twenty-nine children (16 interventions and 13 controls) participated in the yearlong study. 

The Mindful yoga intervention was implemented regularly by the classroom teacher for the 
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treatment group. Children's self-regulation (i.e., attention, delay of gratification and inhibitory 

control) were assessed and results indicated significant effects of the intervention across all 

three indices of self-regulation (Razza, Dessa, Kimberly, 2013). 

Effect of yoga or physical exercise on physical, cognitive and emotional measures in 

children: A randomized controlled trial   

Ninety-eight school children between 8 to 13 years were randomized as yoga and physical 

exercise groups Yoga group practiced yoga for 45 minutes each day, 5 days a week. During 

this time the physical exercise group had jogging-in-place, rapid repetitive movements and 

relay races or games. Both groups were assessed at the end of 3 months.  Social self-esteem 

was higher after physical exercise compared to yoga. Both groups showed an increase in BMI 

and number of sit-ups. Balance worsened in the physical exercise group. Total, general and 

parental self-esteem improved in the yoga group (Telles, Singh, Bhardwaj, Kumar, & 

Balkrishna, 2013). 
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Table 1: Effect of yoga on attention and emotion regulation in children 

Sl. No Author & Year Participants Intervention Outcome measures/ Variables Result 

1 Naomi et al., 

2012 

160 children in 

fourth and fifth 

grade (age 

8–11) at an urban 

elementary school 

in small groups (7–

10 students) twice 

Two yoga sessions 

per week during the 

the school day for 3 

months. 

Behavior Assessment Scale, 

Teacher Rating Scale-Child, The 

Swanson, Kotkin, Agler, M-

Flynn, and Pelham 

Rating Scale (SKAMP)  

Teachers reported improved attention in class 

and adaptive skills and reduced depressive 

symptoms (behavioral symptoms 

 and internalizing symptoms also 

2 Nagendra et 

al.,2013 

60 ( age range of 

14 to 17 years  at a 

low-income high 

school)  

IYM for 5 days ( 

physical postures, 

breathing exercises, 

meditation, and a 

distinct philosophy) 

The Rosenberg Self-esteem (RSE) 

scale,  d2 ( cancellation test), 

The IYM is found to show significant 

improvement in the attention and SE in high 

girl students. The study confirms that even 

short-term Yoga intervention in the form of 

IYM improves the SE and enhances the 

attention abilities of the high school children, 

paving way for academic excellence.  

3 Rachel et al., 2013 29 children (18 

intervention 

and 16 control) 

from two 

preschool 

40 h of Mindful 

yoga across 25 

weeks. The daily 

practice included 

breathing and sun 

children behavior questionnaire, 

Toy Wrap,  Head Shoulders 

Knees and Toes (HSKT),  

Drawing Task, Pencil-Tapping 

Task 

Results from the direct assessments indicated 

significant effects of the intervention across 

all three indices of self-regulation. Overall, 

our results suggest that mindful yoga can be 

used to enhance self-regulation among pre-
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classrooms 

 

salutations during 

Morning circle. 

scholars 

4 Daly et al., 

 2015 

Thirty-eight high 

school students 

42 sessions of 40-

min yoga classes, 

three times a week 

for 16 weeks 

postures, breathing, 

relaxation and 

guided meditation  

Emotion Regulation, Mindful 

Attention Awareness, Self-

Compassion Scale, 

Multidimensional Assessment  

Emotion regulation increased significantly in 

the yoga group as compared to the PE group. 

No significant relationship was discovered 

between the changes in emotion regulation 

and proposed mediating variables. 

5 Shirley et al., 2013  98 children;  38 

were females, 49 

in yoga group and 

49 were physical 

exercise (PE), 

group   

Breathing 

techniques, postures, 

relaxation, and 

chanting.PE group: 

jogging-in-place, 

rapid repetitive 

movements, and 

relay races or games. 

Euro fit physical fitness test,  

Strop color-word task for 

children,  Battle’s self-esteem 

inventory  

 

 

BMI, and a number of sit-ups .increased 

in Both groups. In the Strop task, both groups 

showed improved color, word- and color-

word naming. While the physical exercise 

group showed higher interference scores. 

Total, general and parental self-esteem 

improved in the yoga group. 
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                                 Chapter - 4 

                          AIM AND OBJECTIVES 

4.1  AIM 

 To measure the effect of yoga based Personality Development Camp on emotion                                            

Regulation and attention in children 

4.2 OBJECTIVES 

 To measure the effect of yoga on attention 

 To find out the effect of yoga on emotion regulation 

 To compare the effect of 10 days residential personality development camp with the 

regular school activities of school on emotion regulation and children 

 4.3 RESEARCH QUESTION 

 Can yoga base personality camp show better improvement in emotion regulation in 

Children? 

 Can yoga based personality development camp improve the attention of children? 

 Can a 10 days residential program bring any positive changes in emotion regulation and 

attention as compared to the normal activities of school? 

 

4.4   HYPOTHESIS 

          H1: Yoga-based personality development may bring positive changes in emotion  

                  Regulation on children  

           H2: Yoga-based personality development may bring positive changes on attention in 

                    Children 
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           H3: Residential yoga based personality development group children may perform better   

                  Than the children who are attending regular school activities. 

         

        4.5 NULL HYPOTHESIS 

           H01: Yoga-based personality development may not bring positive changes on emotion   

                    Regulation   in children    

           H02: Yoga-based personality development may not bring positive changes on emotion   

                     Regulation   in children     

            H03: Residential yoga based personality development group children may not perform 

                      Better than the children who are attending regular school activities. 
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                                      Chapter - 5 

                    METHODS AND MATERIALS 

5.1 PARTICIPENT 

5.1.1 SAMPLE SIZE 

The sample size was calculated by using G* power software version 3.0.10 from the earlier 

study for the variable six letter cancellation test (Purohit et al., 2015). A required sample size of 

n=36 (18+18) was obtained by applying Cohen's formula for an effect size of 0.62 and an alpha 

of 0.05, power at 0.95. 

5.1.2 SOURCE OF THE SAMPLE 

 Yoga group children were selected from 10-day yoga-based ―Personality Development 

Camp‖ (PDC) at SVYASA Yoga University, South India and without any experience 

of yoga.  

 Control group were selected from a school within the same locality. 

5.2 INCLUSION CRITERIA 

            The inclusion criteria included  

(i)  between 9 and 15 years of age 

(ii) English as the medium of instruction in the school 

(iii) willingness to participate in the study 

(iv) no prior exposure to yoga in last six months 

(v) both gender 
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     5.3 EXCLUSION CRITERIA  

                  The exclusion criteria included 

(i) Who did not provide the consent form 

(ii)  Any history of neurological or psychiatric disturbances  

(iii) learning disability if any (i.e., slow learner) 

      5.4 INFORMED CONSTANT 

      Signed informed consent was obtained from the parents and guardian or the higher       

authority of the School.  

     5.5 DESIGN 

           This was two group pre-post studies. Eligible subjects from the PDC camp at the yoga      

the yoga institution that was willing to participate in the study stratified based on age and 

assessed to the yoga group. The control group was assessed before and after 10 days. 

              

                          

 

 

 

 

Con 

 

 

 

 

Yoga 

group 
pre 

Intervention 
post 

Control 

group 

pre Daily routine post 
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5.6 INTERVENTION 

The 10-day ―Personality Development Camp‖ (PDC) of 10 h per day was designed for children 

below 17 years of age. The 10-h routine was based on physical postures (Asanas), voluntary 

regulated breathing (Pranayama), meditation (Dhyana), relaxation techniques, internal cleansing 

practices (Kriyas), and reciting hymns from traditional yoga texts, music, yoga games, and happy 

assembly. Kriyas are yogic cleansing exercises, which are performed to cleanse the body and 

assist with the natural removal of waste products. 

Table 2: Daily schedule of PDC  

05:00 am  Wake up  

06:00 am to 07:45 am Morning  prayer  

  Breathing practices 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Loosening practices 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Shakti vikashaka 

 Hand stretch breathing 

 Ankle stretch breathing 

 SLR breathing 

 Nava Sana breathing  

 Sectional breathing 

 Dog breathing 

 Rabbit breathing 

 Sasankasana breathing 

 Pavanmuktasana breathing 

 Bhujang asana breathing 

 Setubandhasana breathing 

 Baddhkonasana breathing 

 

 Spinal stretch 

 Pada sanchalan 

 Sit-ups 

 Butterfly stretch 

 Tiger stretch 

 Clap jumping 

 Makrasana cycling 

 Cycling  

 Baby walk 

 Back stretch 

 Namste rotation 

 

 Anguli Shakti vikashaka 
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 Yoga asana 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Pranayama 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Bandhas $ Mundras 

 

 

 

 

 Bhujabhanda sakti vikashaka 

 Jangha Shakti vikashaka 

 Pindli Shakti vikashaka 

 Bhujangasana and parvatasana 

 Kaphoni Shakti vikasaka 

 

 Gomukhasana 

 Baddhkonasana 

 Ardhkatichakrasana 

 Makarasana 

 Virikshasana 

 Garudasana 

 Padhastasana 

 Ardhcakrasana 

 Padmasana 

 Ustrasana 

 Halasana 

 Vajrasana 

 Yoga mudra 

 Trikonasana 

 Bhujangasana 

 Sasankasana 

 Vajrasana 

 Ustrasana 

 Dhanurasana 

 Cakrasana 

 Virbhadrasana 

 

o Nadi shuddhi 

o Sitali 

o Sithkari 

o Sadanta 

o Bhramari 

o surya anulom vilom 

o namaskara with chantings 

(A,U & M) 

o Candra anulom vilom 

 

 Cin mudra  

 Cinmaya mudra  

 Adi mudra  

 Brahma mudra  

 Uddiyana bandha 
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 Kriyas 

 Agnisara 

 Jalandarbhanda 

 

 

Kapalabhati 

 

07:45 am to 08:00 am Chanting  session   Geeta chanting 

08:00 am to 8:45 am Breakfast  

08:45 am to 09:30 am Karam yoga  

09:30 am to 10:30 am Bath & wash  

10:30 am to 11:30 am Lecture   

11:30 am to 12:00 am Song practice  

12 :00 pm to 01:00 pm  Lunch  

01:00 pm to 02:00 pm Relaxtation technique DRT 

02:00 pm to 03:30 pm Creativity  

03:30 pm to 04:30 pm Happy assembly preparation  

04:30 pm to 05:00 pm Milk & snacks  

05:00 pm to 06:00 pm Krida yoga 1. Creativity development games 

2. Concentration development 

games  

3. Iq development games 

4. Memory development games 

06:00 pm to 6:30 pm  Bhajan session  

06:30 pm to 07:30 pm Dinner  

 07:45 pm to 09:15 pm Happy assembly  

09:15 pm to 09:30 pm  Dairy writing  

09:30 Nisha svasti  

 

 

5.8 Assessment 

 Emotion Regulation 

It is a complex process that involves initiating, inhibiting, or modulating one's state or behavior in 

a giving situation (the free encyclopedia. Emotion self-regulation)  

5.8.1 Emotion Regulation Questionnaire for Children and Adolescents (ERQ-CA): 

Purpose— a revised version of ERQ-CA developed by Gullone (2010) was used to measure the 

emotion regulation and is applied to individuals 9-16 years. It was comprised of 10 items, rated 
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on a 5-point Likert-type response scale. Higher scores on each scale indicate greater use of the 

corresponding emotion regulation strategy. The questionnaire had a high level of internal 

consistency a = .79 Reappraisal, .73 Suppression) and three-month test-retest reliability (r = .69 

for both scales), as well as sound convergent and discriminate validity with both younger and 

older adults (Gullone et al., 2010). 

 Attention 

5.8.2 Six Letter Cancellation Task (SLCT):  

The six-letter cancelation task measures attention performance. It was a worksheet with six 

specified target letters, which were to be canceled and have a working section consisting of 

alphabets arrange randomly in 22 rows and 14 columns. Participants were asked to cancel the 

target letters as much as possible in 90 sec with any possible strategy. The total number of 

cancellations attempted, and the number wrongly canceled were counted. The the net score is 

obtained by deducting the latter from the former (Natu and Agarwal, 1997). 
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                               Chapter - 6 

               DATA EXTRACTION AND ANALYSIS 

 

6.1 DATA EXTRACTION 

Data extraction was done following the instruction mentioned in the manual of the Emotion     

Regulation Questionnaire and Six Letter Cancellation Task (SLCT). The detailed procedure is 

mentioned in Chapter 5.7. 

 6.2 DATA ANALYSIS 

Data were analyzed by using SPSS version. Paired sample t-test and Independent sample test was 

performed to find out the within group and between-group differences respectively 
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                                       Chapter - 7 

                                   RESULT 

This was a two-group pre-post study. Sixty-Eight students participated in this study. Yoga group 

was from a residential personality development camp in SVYASA University, Bangalore 

whereas the control group was from a school within the same locality. The yoga group was 

practiced asana, pranayama, breathing exercises for 10 days and control group was continuing 

with their daily routine.  Both the groups were assessed on Emotional Regulation and attention 

before and end of the intervention. Emotion Regulation Questionnaire was used to measure for 

Emotional Regulation and Six letter cancellations Test to measure the attention. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Normal routine 

Total = 68 

 

Yoga group = 40 Control group =28 

Yoga intervention  
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Emotion Regulation 

At baseline, there was no significant difference between groups for the emotion regulation (p = 

0.13).  

Independent t-test showed a significant difference between post scores of both the groups in 

Emotion regulation (P <0.001). 

Paired t’ test; yoga group showed no significant change in total emotion regulation (P = 0.739). 

Control group also did not demonstrate any significant change in total emotion regulation (P = 

0.611).  

Attention 

At baseline, there was no significant difference between groups for the six letter cancelation test 

total attempt (p =0.117). 

Independent t-test showed no significant difference between post scores of both the groups in the 

six letter cancelation test total attempt (p =0.323).   

Paired t' test; yoga group showed a significant change in six letter cancelation test total attempt (p 

<0.001). Control group also demonstrate significant change in six letter cancelation test total 

attempt (p = 0.005). However, the score of total attempt improvement is higher (24.77 %) in yoga 

group as compared to control group (15.77%).   
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Table 3: Shows the result of both the groups Yoga and control 

 

 

Variables 

Yoga Control Between-Group 

P-value 

Pre Post %change P-value Pre Post % change P-value Pre Post 

ER 33.23±4.649 33.48±4.032 0.75 .739 30.00±5.689 29.46±4.141 -1.8 .611 .013 .000 

T.A 21.80±7.552 27.20±7.501 24.77 .000 25.11±9.593 29.07±7.817 15.77 .005 .117 
323 
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Figure 1: Comparison of Emotional Regulation (ER) test scores between the groups. 
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Figure 2: Comparison of six letter cancelation total Attempt test scores between the groups. 
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                                Chapter - 8 

                                   DISCUSSION 

This was a two-group pre-post study. Sixty-eight children aged 9- 15 years participated in this 

study. Yoga group (n=40) and physical exercise group (n=28). The participants for both the yoga 

were received the intervention for a duration of 10 days. And control group follow their daily 

routine. The within-group comparison showed a higher improvement for in yoga group in all the 

variables as compared to control group. The detail explanation is given below. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

        Emotion Regulation 

       In within-group comparison, both the groups did not show any significant improvement in the 

emotion regulation. The mean value increased from 33.23 to 33.48 in yoga group whereas the 

mean value decreased from 30.00 to 29.46 in control.  

Compare with the previous study  

In contrast to our study examined on 37 school students, aged 15-17 years at the baseline and 

after 16 weeks of intervention showed significant improvement in Emotion regulation in the yoga 

group as compared to the physical education group (Daly, Haden, Hagins, Papouchis, 2015). 

Attention 

In within-group comparison both the groups showed significant improvement in the attention. 

The mean value in yoga group increase from 21.80 to 27.20 And 25.11 to 29.07 in control group 

Comparison 

 
Earlier yoga studies on various cognitive functions such as on STROOP (Telles et al., 2013); 

DSST (Raghavendra & Telles, 2012), digit substitution forward and digit substitution backward 
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(Chandla et al., 2013; Joshi & Telles, 2008; Talwadkar, Jagannathan, & Raghuram, 2014; 

Thakur, Kulkarni, & Pant, 2011), Trail Making Test (Prakash et al., 2010; Talwadkar et al., 2014) 

were aligned with present study. 

Mechanism 

Yogic breathing techniques (Prānāyāma) have been found important in improving various 

Cognitive domains (Bhavanani, Madanmohan, & Udupa, 2003; Joshi & Telles, 2008) as it 

Regulates the autonomic functions by dominating sympathetic (Raghuraj et al., 1998; Telles et 

al., 2011; Veerabhadrappa et al., 2011) and parasympathetic nervous system (Pramanik, 

Pudasaini, & Prajapati, 2010; Raghuraj & Telles, 2008).The high-frequency yoga breathing 

Practice (Kapālabhāti) enhances blood flow to pre-frontal cortex (Bhargav et al., 2014) which is 

Associated with memory, attention, and executive functions (Gray et al., 2002; West, 1996). 

Earlier studies on specific breathing techniques have shown the beneficiary effect of Kapālabhāti 

and Bhastrikā Prānāyāma on auditory working memory, central neural processing and 

sensorimotor performance (Sharma et al., 2014) and Bhrāmarī Prānāyāma on inhibition response 

and cognitive control in healthy participants (Rajesh, Ilavarasu, & Srinivasan, 2014). 

 

 Trāṭaka, yoga technique which improves the concentration of mental thought by focusing 

 Towards the given tasks. A recent study on Trāṭaka showed enhancement on the tests of 

cognitive functions; Digit Span Test and TMT-B in elderly participants after one month of 

regular practice (Talwadkar et al., 2014). Yoga practices have been positively associated with 

acute increases in thalamic GABA levels and improvements in mood and reduction in anxiety and 

depressive symptoms (Streeter, Gerbarg, & Saper, 2012; Streeter et al., 2010). Maintaining 

awareness is a key component of yoga. In our study awareness was incorporated throughout all 

practices may develop the internal awareness which might have influenced the cognitive outcome 

measures in the present study. 
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                                      Chapter - 9 

                                    APPRAISAL 

9.1 strength of the study 

 Two group pre-post study 

 The inclusion of both girl and boy 

 the questionnaire was understandable for children 

 participants do not  have any prior exposure to yoga in last six months 

 data  were collected in systematically way from both groups 

9.2   limitations 

 The short duration of the training program 

 No randomization  

 Control group was from a different setup 

9.3   Application of the study 

 The practice of yoga in children helps them to improve their emotional balance. 

 Yoga practices also help children to improve their attention. 

 May further potential applications of yoga are revealed 

9.4   Future suggestion  

 Studies can be done with increased the Intervention period. 

  Further Randomized control studies should be incorporated to confirm the result of the 

current study. 

 Yoga could be compared with physical exercise interventions. 

 Replication or expansion of the current study would be ideal and valuable. 
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                             CONCLUSION 

The ability to regulate our emotion shapes the mind & directs it towards healthy living. Participant deeply 

observes their emotion regulation and check their attention power through the different type of 

questionnaire they can easily get to know about themselves.10 days of yoga practice gives them an 

improvement in their emotional level and attention power. 

The present study shows that there are significant changes in attention in the yoga group 10 days of yoga 

based on personality development camp may help in improving the emotional regulation and 

attention in children. 
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CHAPTER 12 

APPENDIX 

Consent form: 

 

INFORMED CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH 

SWAMI VIVEKANANDA YOGA ANUSANDHANA SAMSTHANA 

Vivekananda Road, Kallabalu Post, Anekkal Taluk, Jigani, Bengaluru 

  research@svyasa.org; Phone: 080-22639983 

 

Title of the Project:  EFFECT OF YOGA BASED PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT CAMP ON 

EMOTION      REGULATION AND ATTENTION IN CHILDREN” 

Principal investigator: Laxmi  

Organization: Swami Vivekananda Yoga Anusandhäna Samsthäna 

This informed consent has two parts:   

 Information sheet (to share information about the research) 

 Certificate of Consent (for signature  if you allow conducting this study ) 

You will be given a copy of fully informed consent form. 

Your institution is being invited to participate in a research study. This form is designed to 

provide you with information about this study. The principal investigator or representative will 

describe this study to you and answer any of the questions. If you have any questions or 

complaints about the informed consent process or the research study. 

There may be some words that you do not understand. Please ask the Principal investigator or the 

representative to stop as you go through the information in case of any doubts. If you have 

questions later you can ask during the study   

Purpose of the Research: 

 The aim of this study is to assess the emotional regulation  and attention in the children  

Participant selection:  

 Children between the age group of 9 to 15, and those who are willing to participate in the 

study. From the study children who are having any serious illness or under medication 

will be excluded. 

What will be the children asked to do if I agree to do the study? 
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 Children will be into yoga practices. Children will be asked to fill 2 sets of questionnaires 

before and 2 sets of the questionnaire after the intervention. Yoga will be taught to the 

experimental group for 10 days 120 minutes per day, and Data will be collected from the 

experimental group.  

Are there any benefits for taking part in this research study? 

 This research study does not have any financial binding.  All benefits out of the practice 

of yoga will be there. 

What are the dangers? 

 There are no potential dangers by participating in the study. You are free to withdraw 

from the study at any point in time. 

 

How will you keep the information confidential? 

 The assessment sheets will be coded with a number. The code number will be kept 

confidentially with the principal investigator. All information obtained in this study will 

be kept confidential unless disclosure is required by law. 

What if anyone wants to leave the study? 

 Participants have the right to withdraw from the study at any point in time, without 

penalty. 

Details of intervention 

Experimental group: 

S.NO. PRACTICE TIME (IN MIN.) 

1 Starting prayer and preparation 2 

2 Breathing practices, loosening, yoga 

postures 

48 

3 DRT 8 

4 Closing prayer 2 

Whom to contact: 

 If you have any questions, you may ask them now or later, even after the study has 

started. If you wish to ask the questions later, you may contact  

Researcher – Laxmi 
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Mobile: 8971900390 

Email- priyachaudhary659@gmail.com 

Guide - Dr. Soubhagyalakshmi 

Voluntary consent by the head of the organization 

By signing this consent form, I am agreeing that I have read, or it has been read to me and I fully 

understand the contents of this document and I am openly willing to consent to conduct this study 

in our organization. In case of any problem or clarification, I may contact the mentioned persons. 

I agree            I do not agree 

Name of the head of the institution: 

Signature of the head of the institution: 

Date: 

Statement by the researcher/person taking consent: 

I have accurately read out the information sheet to the head of the organization, and to the best of 

my ability made sure that he understands that the following will be done: 

1. Fill in 2 questionnaires before the intervention 

2. Fill in 2 questionnaires after the intervention 

I confirm that the head of the institution was given an opportunity to ask questions about the 

study, and all the questions have been answered correctly and to the best of my ability. I confirm 

that the participants have not been forced into giving consent, and the consent has been given 

freely and voluntarily.  

A copy of this ICF has been provided to the head of the institution. 

Name of Researcher/person taking the consent: 

Signature of Researcher /person taking the consent: 

Date: 
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